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Beyond the Given 
 

Saturday October 27, 2018
Edward Johnson Building
80 Queen’s Park

We wish to acknowledge this land on which the University of Toronto operates.  
For thousands of years it has been the traditional land of the Huron-Wendat, 

the Seneca, and most recently, the Mississaugas of the Credit River.  
Today, this meeting place is still the home to many Indigenous people from across 

Turtle Island and we are grateful to have the opportunity to work on this land.



Becoming Eleanor Stubley: Beyond the Given 
Schedule

8:15 am : Registration - Walter Hall Lobby 

8:45 am : Dean’s Welcome - Walter Hall

9:00 am : Video Presentation - Walter Hall 

Unfolding the Unheard
Eleanor Stubley (conductor, narration)

Joël Prévost (sculptor)
Kirsi Heimonen (dancer)

9:30 am : Setting the Stage - Walter Hall

Reflections on a Polyphonic Scholar
Lori Dolloff

10:00 am : Refreshments - Walter Hall Lobby

10:15 am : Panel 1 - Walter Hall  

Chair:  
Gillian Siddall, Emily Carr University of Art + Design

‘Attendre très longtemps’  
An Aesthetic Imperative or a Physiological Lifeline?

Directions in the Scores of Poulenc’s Mélodies
and their Invoking of Both the Power and the Frailty of the Performer

Jeremy Cox

‘Unbidden Echoes’: 
The Emergence of Auto-Ethnography and

Self-Reflexivity as Viable Routes to 
Fresh Insights in Practice-Based Research

Darla Crispin

11:30 am : Music Performance - Walter Hall

Miss Carr in Seven Scenes
Jeffrey Ryan, composer

Krisztina Szabó, mezzo-soprano and Steven Philcox, piano



12:00 to 1:30 pm : Lunch - On your own

1:30 pm : Panel 2 - Room 330

The Heart of the Matter:
Enacting the Between Through Musical Leisure

Roger Mantie

How We are Becoming:
Integrating Musicianship, Research, and Pedagogy

in Higher Music Education
David Johnson

2:45 pm : Video Presentation - Room 330
 

How Does Music Touch Us?
Daniel Oore 

3:15 pm : Refreshments  - Room 330

3:30 pm : Panel 3 - Room 330

Deep Listening as Queer Listening:
Pauline Oliveros and the Erotics of Listening

Laurel Forshaw

Song for Eleanor:
Considering the Weight of Performance

Carol L. Matthews

4:45 pm : Lecture-choral teaching demonstration - Room 330

The Crown of Feminine Design:
Conducting as a Woman’s Way of Knowing

Doreen Rao

Reception to follow



Music Performance

Miss Carr in Seven Scenes

Many years ago, at a used bookshop in Cleveland, I discovered Hundreds and 
Thousands, the published journals of the iconic Canadian painter Emily Carr 
(1871-1945). Carr wrote about her struggles to be an artist, both creatively and 
practically: to develop her own voice, to adequately convey what she saw to the 
canvas, to discover the intersection of art and spirit, to deal with self-doubts and 
frustrations, to find an audience, to sell her paintings, to make ends meet. As I 
was just finishing my doctoral studies and about to embark on my freelance 
career, her words resonated deeply with me. The challenges she wrote about 
were much like the ones I was about to face, and indeed every artist faces. 

For me an art song is a little opera scene, with character and back story, and, like 
the orchestra in an opera, the piano never merely accompanies. I knew 
immediately that Carr’s journal entries, personal yet universal, could bridge song 
and theatre in a kind of monodrama of an artist’s life — though it was not easy to 
condense the texts from a 300-page book! These resulting seven scenes provide 
a series of snapshots chronicling Carr’s parallel journeys of capturing the mountain 
to her canvas and conquering the mountain to artistic success and validation. 

Miss Carr in Seven Scenes was commissioned by Canadian Art Song Project for 
mezzo-soprano Krisztina Szabó and pianist Steven Philcox. 

Program note by Jeffrey Ryan

Krisztina Szabó 
Krisztina Szabó is a frequent performer of opera, recital, concert and chamber 
music with a passion for contemporary music. She has performed and premiered 
many new works in Canada and abroad.

Steven Philcox
One of Canada’s elite collaborators, pianist Steven Philcox is co-Artistic Director of 
Canadian Art Song Project and also heads the Collaborative Piano department at 
the University of Toronto.



Reflections on a Polyphonic Scholar 

Lori Dolloff is currently the Area Head of Choral Music at the University of Toronto 
where she has served as Coordinator of Music Education and taught courses in 
Music for Children, Choral Conducting and Cultural Perspectives since 1988.

Panel 1 

‘Attendre très longtemps’ 
An Aesthetic Imperative or a Physiological Lifeline?

Directions in the Scores of Poulenc’s Mélodies and their Invoking
of Both the Power and the Frailty of the Performer

Jeremy Cox

Poulenc’s instructions in the scores of his mélodies often appear to reflect the 
tension between his dual identities as composer and performer and his awareness 
of ‘the transformative relationship between body and music.’ He knows what 
he asks of the performer and sometimes speaks almost personally through 
his written indications with instructions offering advice and support. This paper 
examines instructions in Poulenc’s scores that delineate a nexus of proscriptive 
demand and prescriptive, therapeutic remedy. It also explores how, in the acute 
moment of performance, remembrance of a notated command can become a 
trigger for empathic connection between performer and composer. 

Jeremy Cox was Dean of the RCM in London and then Chief Executive of the 
European Association of Conservatoires. He worked with Eleanor Stubley while 
Visiting Professor at McGill in 2016-17.

‘Unbidden Echoes’: The Emergence of Auto-Ethnography and Self-
Reflexivity as Viable Routes to Fresh Insights in Practice-Based Research

Darla Crispin

Eleanor Stubley travelled to Oslo in 2016 to give her presentation “Unfolding 
the Unheard.” In it, she underlined the significance of moments where poetic 
expression became fused with her conducting gestures and facial expressions: 
“…as my hands are continually remembered, ‘unbidden echoes’—the unheard—
become a future about to be had.” Drawing inspiration from Eleanor’s example, 
this presentation explores the thinking and “being” of marginality as a research 
space and how research can be shaped in special ways when it emerges from 
frail bodies. The presentation concludes with an auto-ethnographic case study 
based on Schoenberg’s Five Piano Pieces Op. 23.

Canadian pianist, Darla Crispin is Vice Rector for Research and Artistic 
Development and Director of the Arne Nordheim Centre for Artistic Research at 
the Norwegian Academy of Music, Oslo.

Biographies and Abstracts



Panel 2

The Heart of the Matter:
Enacting the Between Through Musical Leisure

Robert Mantie

Inspired by Eleanor Stubley’s concepts of the body, experience, and “ear 
dreaming,” her interrogation of the “work,” and the idea of the hand, I engage with 
posthuman critique to extend Stubley’s ideas and explore the possibilities of 
musical leisure. Stubley’s concerns with embodiment and agency resonate 
strongly with posthumanism and new materialist concepts of mattering, 
intra-acting, entanglements, and agential realism — all of which I deploy to argue 
for an aesthetics grounded in ethical leisure living.

Roger Mantie is associate professor at the University of Toronto Scarborough. 
His work emphasizes connections between schooling and society, with a focus on 
lifelong engagement in and with music and the arts.

How We are Becoming:
Integrating Musicianship, Research, and Pedagogy 

in Higher Music Education
David Johnson

The life and work of Eleanor Stubley is an inspiring testament to what music 
educators may achieve when musicianship, pedagogy, and academic research 
are brought together as complementary pursuits within the study and practice 
of music. This paper examines efforts at the Malmö Academy (Sweden) to 
build a music teacher training program that transcends disciplinary boundaries 
between research, pedagogy and musicianship. Based on interviews with several 
educators who have had a central role in shaping the Music Education program, 
this oral history examines the challenge of changing institutional practices, 
crossing disciplinary boundaries, and building a shared vision for Music Education.

David Johnson is a full time doctoral student in Music Pedagogy at the Malmö 
Academy of Music, Sweden, since September, 2015. The focus of his doctoral 
study is evolving singing practices and song repertoire in Swedish schools.

Video Presentation

How Does Music Touch Us?

“The music moved me,” “it touched me.” Metaphors indicate how we understand 
our world through our body. Music is created by touch. We pluck, press, strike, 
or buzz an instrument. We contract muscles in order to expel and shape an air 
column. Touch creates sound. As a performer, all the information I learn—theory, 
philosophy, tradition—must be funnelled through the way I touch. As a listener, I 
experience other people’s touch through their sounds. Their vibrations reach me, 



sometimes re-embodied as a recording. This audiovisual recording shares an 
activity that nurtures performers’ awareness, intimacy, and creative trust through 
touch.

Daniel Oore composes, performs, and records music; he acts, and has danced 
and choreographed. He publishes research, and teaches at the University of 
Toronto and internationally while touring.

Panel 3

Deep Listening as Queer Listening:
Pauline Oliveros and the Erotics of Listening

Laurel Forshaw

Composer and accordionist Pauline Oliveros is widely known for her theory of 
Deep Listening which emphasizes embodied, expansive listening and 
inclusion of all abilities of musicianship. Taking up Eleanor Stubley’s questions, 
“How are we touched as we listen? What do these hands touch and what are 
they touched by?” I conceptualize Oliveros’ Deep Listening as a mode of queer 
listening (Bonenfant 2010; Rycenga 1997) that challenges traditional notions of 
music making, listening, and identity. My argument, in the context of Oliveros’ 
composition, Angels and Demons (May 1980), situates queer historically and in 
terms of the erotic (Lorde 1984).

Laurel Forshaw is a PhD student in Music Education at the University of Toronto 
and conductor of Strata Vocal Ensemble, a mixed voice chamber choir in 
Hamilton, Ontario. She holds an MA in Music Education (Choral Conducting).

Song for Eleanor: Considering the Weight of Performance
Carol L. Matthews

This presentation addresses the question of how we consider performance while 
avoiding the “Master’s tools” of language and score. The piece I discuss is my 
composition, “Clangor, Clamor, Clapperclaw,” composed for Sound Circle, a 
women’s a cappella ensemble based in Boulder, Colorado. This work approaches 
music in ways that avoid the use of standard English and usual instrumental 
practice, while speaking to the world of women’s pain, shame, and fear of 
violence, a focus increasingly relevant today. It also answers that focus with fierce 
joy when it is wrapped in music. This presentation is itself wrapped in a song for 
Eleanor and her own meditation on the body, phenomenology, music and self.

Toronto composer Carol L. Matthews composes music for choral and 
instrumental ensembles, ballet, and theatre, and is currently working on an opera. 
Her research focuses on connections between visual and performing arts. 



Lecture-Choral Teaching Demonstration

The Crown of Feminine Design:
Conducting as a Woman’s Way of Knowing

Doreen Rao

In remembrance of Eleanor Stubley, Doreen Rao imagines conducting as a 
women’s way of knowing. Considered from perspectives of ancient wisdom 
traditions, particularly the Goddess traditions of South India, her narrative-style 
exploration provides an abbreviated characterization of feminine wisdom with 
implications for revolutionary practices in conducting, rehearsal pedagogy and 
ensemble performance. Dr. Rao’s presentation will include an interactive rehearsal 
demonstration in response to the questions, how is feminine wisdom a unique 
form of musical knowing? How can this form of knowing be identified and 
distinguished from historical, mostly male models of conducting practices today.

Doreen Rao’s distinguished career is dedicated to the intersections of artistry, 
education and spirituality. The first woman in North America to hold an endowed 
chair in conducting, Rao led Canada’s International Bach Festival hosted by the 
University of Toronto in partnership with the Toronto Symphony Orchestra and the 
International Bach Academy Stuttgart.

Sponsored by Music Education  
at the University of Toronto Faculty of Music.

The Faculty of Music is a partner of the Bloor St. Culture Corridor
bloorstculturecorridor.com


